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. Dis lai er 
The audit makes no statements or warrantees about utility of the code, safety of the 
code, suitability of the business model, regulatory regime for the business model, or 
any other statements about fitness of the contracts to purpose, or their bug free status. 
The audit documentation is for discussion purposes only. 

The information presented in this report is confidential and privileged. If you are reading 
this report, you agree to keep it  confidential,  not to copy, disclose or disseminate 
without the agreement of FINOM AG. If you are not the intended receptor of this 
document, remember that any disclosure, copying or dissemination of it is forbidden. 
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. A out the Proje t a d Co pa  

Company address:  

Finom AG 

Alte Haslenstrasse 5 

9053 Teufen Switzerland 

Company Check: https://www.easymonitoring.ch/handelsregister/finom-ag-357643  

Project Overview: 

 

Finom is a Blockchain company founded after the merger of market leaders - trading 

app TabTrader, mining multipool Nanopool, exchange Cryptonit - along with mining 

farm Cryptal and brokerage app Beetle.io. Finom is building the genetic code of the 

future economic and financial system.  

Guided by the principles of transparency and security, they create one universal and 

low cost tool for an easy management and access to finance. 

They use Blockchain technology to create trustworthy and convenient financial 

services. That allow users all over the world to become more independent, to improve 

their material prosperity and to be sure of safety of their investments. 

Finom AG is offering two kind of Tokens,  security token (FIN) and utility token (NOM).  

Whitepaper::https://finom.io/files/whitepaper_eng.pdf 

 

https://finom.io/files/whitepaper_eng.pdf
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. Vul era ilit  Le el 
0-Informational severity – A vulnerability that have informational character but is not 
effecting any of the code. 

1-Low severity -  A vulnerability that does not have a significant impact on possible 
scenarios for the use of the contract and is probably subjective. 

2-Medium severity – A vulnerability that could affect the desired outcome of executing 
the contract in a specific scenario. 

3-High severity – A vulnerability that affects the desired outcome when using a 
contract, or provides the opportunity to use a contract in an unintended way. 

4-Critical severity – A vulnerability that can disrupt the contract functioning in a number 
of scenarios, or creates a risk that the contract may be broken.  

 

. O er ie  of the audit 
The project has two tokens, the FIN Token which contains 290 lines of Solidity code 
and NOM Token which contains 285 lines of Solidity code. All the functions and state 
variables are well commented using the natspec documentation for the functions 
which is good to understand quickly how everything is supposed to work. 

Etherscan: 

FIN Token address: 
https://etherscan.io/address/0xef6efb3fc5b9aba75af7250989db7974fd6361ba#code 

 

NOM Token address: 
https://etherscan.io/addres/0x23ab81fd565d49259675eb87209d6899bf2e814d#code 

 

 

 

 

 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xef6efb3fc5b9aba75af7250989db7974fd6361ba#code
https://etherscan.io/token/0xa024e8057eec474a9b2356833707dd0579e26ef3
https://etherscan.io/token/0xa024e8057eec474a9b2356833707dd0579e26ef3
https://etherscan.io/address/0x23ab81fd565d49259675eb87209d6899bf2e814d#code
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Fast overview about the spec. 

 

Verification used (FIN Token) 

Verifiers can be added or removed by the owner of the smart contract. These Verifiers 

can approve the addresses. Transactions can only be performed between such 

approved addresses. Approved addresses are addresses, whose users have passed 

the KYC procedure. 

 

Mintable function (NOM Token) 

The first release of tokens (April 28, 2013) 3,390,000,000 (three billion 390 million) 
The second additional release (July 28, 2018) 565 million (565 million) 

The third additional release (October 28, 2018) 565 million (565 million) 
The fourth additional release (January 28, 2019) 565 million (565 million) 

The fifth additional release (April 28, 2019) 565 million (565 million) 

Only the owner of a smart contract can issue tokens. 

 

Used Code from other Smart Contracts 

 
1. SafeMath (Math operations with safety checks that throw on error) 
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-solidity/tree/master/contracts/math 

2. ERC20Basic (Simpler version of ERC20 interface) 
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/179 
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-
solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/ERC20Basic.sol 
 
3. Standard ERC20  (Based on code by FirstBlood) 
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-
solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/StandardToken.sol 

4. Mintable Token  
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-
solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/MintableToken.sol 

Token Standard Token burning 
mechanics 

Solidity Version Token minting 
mechanics 

ERC20 Not supported FIN    v0.4.21 
NOM  v0.4.21 

NOM Token 

Min/max 
contribution 

Token bonus 
structure 

Number of Tokens  

Not supported Not supported FIN 2,623,304 
NOM 5,650,000,000 

 

https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-solidity/tree/master/contracts/math
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/179
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/179
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/ERC20Basic.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/ERC20Basic.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/ERC20Basic.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/ERC20Basic.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/StandardToken.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/zeppelin-solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/StandardToken.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/MintableToken.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-solidity/blob/master/contracts/token/ERC20/MintableToken.sol
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. Atta k ade to the o tra t 
Security Report 

 

 

 

 

Attack: Using the approve function of the ERC-20 standard 
The approve function of ERC-20 might lead to vulnerabilities. 
 
FIN Token # 157-161 

NOM Token #157-161 
1. function approve(address _spender, uint256 _value) public returns(bool) {   
2.     allowed[msg.sender][_spender] = _value;   
3.     emit Approval(msg.sender, _spender, _value);   
4.     return true;   
5. }   

 
Severity: 2 

Result / Recommendation: 
Only use the approve function of the ERC-20 standard to change allowed amount to 0 or from 0 (wait till 
transaction is mined and approved). 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YLPtQxZu1UAvO9cZ1O2RPXBbT0mooh4DYKjA_jp-RLM/edit 
 

Attack: Functions transfer and transferFrom of ERC-20 Token should throw. 
Functions of ERC-20 Token Standard should throw in special cases: 
 

• transfer should throw if the _from account balance does not have enough tokens to spend 

• transferFrom should throw unless the _from account has deliberately authorized the sender of the 
message via some mechanism 
 

FIN Token # 283-289 
1. function transfer(address _to, uint256 _value) public onlyVerified(msg.sender, _to) returns(bool) {   
2.     super.transfer(_to, _value);   
3. }   
4.    
5. function transferFrom(address _from, address _to, uint256 _value) public onlyVerified(_from, _to) returns(bool) {   
6.     super.transferFrom(_from, _to, _value);   
7. }   

 
 
Severity: 1 

Result / Recommendation: 
The ERC20 standard recommends throwing exceptions in functions transfer and transferFrom. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YLPtQxZu1UAvO9cZ1O2RPXBbT0mooh4DYKjA_jp-RLM/edit
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Attack: Compiler version not fixed  
Solidity source files indicate the versions of the compiler they can be compiled with. 

pragma solidity ^0.4.21; // bad:   compiles w 0.4.21 and above 
pragma solidity   0.4.21; // good: compiles w 0.4.21 only 

It is recommended to follow the latter example, as future compiler versions may handle certain language 
constructions in a way the developer did not foresee.  

 
 

 
Severity: 2 

Result / Recommendation: 
Specify the exact compiler version (pragma solidity x.y.z;). 
 
You’re specifying a pragma version with the caret symbol (^) up front which tells the compiler to use any 
version of solidity bigger than 0.4.21 . 
 
This is not a good practice since there could be major changes between versions that would make your 
code unstable. That’s why I recommend to set a fixed version without the caret like 0.4.21. 
 
 
 
 

Attack:  Unchecked math 
Solidity is prone to integer over- and underflow. Overflow leads to unexpected effects and can lead to loss 
of funds if exploited by a malicious account.  

1.  

FIN Token # 219 
 
uint256 public constant INITIAL_SUPPLY = 2623304 * (10 * * uint256(decimals));   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Severity: 2 

Result / Recommendation: 
Check against over- and underflow (use the SafeMath library). 
SafeMath is already used in both contracts. 
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Attack:  Unhandled Exception 

A call/send instruction returns a non-zero value if an exception occurs during the execution of the 
instruction (e.g., out-of-gas). A contract must check the return value of these instructions and throw an 
exception. 
 
 
Severity: 0 

Result / Recommendation: 
Catching exceptions is not yet possible. 

Attack:  Transactions May Affect Ether Receiver 
A contract is exposed to this vulnerability if a miner (who executes and validates transactions) can reorder 
the transactions within a block in a way that affects the receiver of ether. 

 
 
Severity: 1 

Result / Recommendation: 
Both contracts are not vulnerable to this vulnerability as the receiver of ether is msg.sender, which cannot 
be modified by previously executed transactions 
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. E e uti e Su ar  

A majority of the code was standard and copied from widely-used and reviewed 
contracts and as a result, a lot of the code was reviewed before. It correctly 
implemented widely-used and reviewed contracts for safe mathematical operations. 
The audit identified no major security vulnerabilities, at the moment of audit. 

. Ge eral Su ar  

The issues identified were minor in nature, and do not affect the security of the 
contract. The code specifies Solidity version 0.4.21, which has only recently had a 
newer version of 0.4.24 released. As a result, FINOM AG  should consider updating 
the pragma statements to require the latest version of Solidity. 

Additionally, the code implements and uses a SafeMath contract, which defines 
functions for safe math operations that will throw errors in the cases of integer 
overflow or underflows. The simplicity of the audited contracts contributed greatly to 
their security. The minimalist approach in choosing which pieces of functionality to 
implement meant there was very little attack surface available. 

Solidity Version Updates  

Solidity 0.4.24 will add several features which could be useful in these contracts: 

• Type Checker: Improve error message for failed function overload resolution. 
• Type Checker: Do not complain about new-style constructor and fallback 

function to have the same name. 
• Type Checker: Detect multiple constructor declarations in the new syntax and 

old syntax. 
• Type Checker: Explicit conversion of bytesXX to contract is properly 

disallowed. 

Also recommended is to Update the etherscan.io information with Logo/Website for 
example. That gives buyers more transparency. 
 
NOM Token 
https://etherscan.io/tokenupdate?a=0x23ab81fd565d49259675eb87209d6899bf2e81
4d 
 
FIN Token 
https://etherscan.io/tokenupdate?a=0xef6efb3fc5b9aba75af7250989db7974fd6361ba 
 

 

 

 

https://etherscan.io/tokenupdate?a=0x23ab81fd565d49259675eb87209d6899bf2e814d
https://etherscan.io/tokenupdate?a=0x23ab81fd565d49259675eb87209d6899bf2e814d
https://etherscan.io/tokenupdate?a=0xef6efb3fc5b9aba75af7250989db7974fd6361ba
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. Sour e Code – S art Co tra ts 
FIN Token (FIN) 

1. pragma  solidity  ^  0.4.21;    
2. /** * @title SafeMath * @dev Math operations with safety checks that throw on error */      
3. library  SafeMath  {       /** * @dev Multiplies two numbers, throws on overflow.  */      

    
4.     function  mul(uint256  a,  uint256  b)  internal  pure  returns(uint256  c)  {         

        
5.         if  (a  ==  0)  {                     
6.             return  0;                 
7.         }                 
8.         c  =  a  *  b;                 
9.         assert(c  /  a  ==  b);                 
10.         return  c;             
11.     }           /** * @dev Integer division of two numbers, truncating the quotient.    */ 

         
12.     function  div(uint256  a,  uint256  b)  internal  pure  returns(uint256)  {  // assert(

b > 0); // Solidity automatically throws when dividing by 0 // uint256 c = a / b; // assert
(a == b * c + a % b); // There is no case in which this doesn't hold     

13.                        
14.         return  a  /  b;             
15.     }           /** * @dev Subtracts two numbers, throws on overflow (i.e. if subtrahend is

 greater than minuend).  */          
16.     function  sub(uint256  a,  uint256  b)  internal  pure  returns(uint256)  {            

     
17.         assert(b  <=  a);                 
18.         return  a  -  b;             
19.     }           /** * @dev Adds two numbers, throws on overflow.    */          
20.     function  add(uint256  a,  uint256  b)  internal  pure  returns(uint256  c)  {         

    
21.         c  =  a  +  b;             
22.         assert(c  >=  a);             
23.         return  c;         
24.     }     
25. }   /** * @title ERC20Basic * @dev Simpler version of ERC20 interface * @dev see https://gi

thub.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/179 */      
26. contract  ERC20Basic  {         
27.     function  totalSupply()  public  view  returns(uint256);           
28.     function  balanceOf(address  who)  public  view  returns(uint256);           
29.     function  transfer(address  to,  uint256  value)  public  returns(bool);         
30.     event  Transfer(address  indexed  from,  address  indexed  to,  uint256  value);     
31. }   /** * @title Basic token * @dev Basic version of StandardToken, with no allowances. */ 

     
32. contract  BasicToken  is  ERC20Basic  {         
33.     using  SafeMath         
34.     for  uint256;         
35.     mapping(address  =>  uint256)  balances;         
36.     uint256  totalSupply_;       /** * @dev total number of tokens in existence  */        

  
37.     function  totalSupply()  public  view  returns(uint256)  {                 
38.         return  totalSupply_;             
39.     }           /** * @dev transfer token for a specified address   * @param _to The addres

s to transfer to.    * @param _value The amount to be transferred.   */          
40.     function  transfer(address  _to,  uint256  _value)  public  returns(bool)  {           

      
41.         require(_to  !=  address(0));                 
42.         require(_value  <=  balances[msg.sender]);                 
43.         balances[msg.sender]  =  balances[msg.sender].sub(_value);                 
44.         balances[_to]  =  balances[_to].add(_value);                 
45.         emit  Transfer(msg.sender,  _to,  _value);                 
46.         return  true;             
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47.     }           /** * @dev Gets the balance of the specified address.   * @param _owner The
 address to query the the balance of.    * @return An uint256 representing the amount owned
 by the passed address.   */          

48.     function  balanceOf(address  _owner)  public  view  returns(uint256)  {             
49.         return  balances[_owner];         
50.     }     
51. }   /** * @title ERC20 interface * @dev see https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20 */  

    
52. contract  ERC20  is  ERC20Basic  {         
53.     function  allowance(address  owner,  address  spender)  public  view  returns(uint256);

           
54.     function  transferFrom(address  from,  address  to,  uint256  value)  public  returns(b

ool);           
55.     function  approve(address  spender,  uint256  value)  public  returns(bool);         
56.     event  Approval(address  indexed  owner,  address  indexed  spender,  uint256  value); 

    
57. }   /** * @title Standard ERC20 token * * @dev Implementation of the basic standard token. 

* @dev https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20 * @dev Based on code by FirstBlood: https
://github.com/Firstbloodio/token/blob/master/smart_contract/FirstBloodToken.sol */      

58. contract  StandardToken  is  ERC20,  BasicToken  {         
59.     mapping(address  =>  mapping(address  =>  uint256))  internal  allowed;       /**  * @d

ev Transfer tokens from one address to another  * @param _from address The address which yo
u want to send tokens from   * @param _to address The address which you want to transfer to
  * @param _value uint256 the amount of tokens to be transferred  */          

60.     function  transferFrom(address  _from,  address  _to,  uint256  _value)  public  return
s(bool)  {                 

61.         require(_to  !=  address(0));                 
62.         require(_value  <=  balances[_from]);                 
63.         require(_value  <=  allowed[_from][msg.sender]);                 
64.         balances[_from]  =  balances[_from].sub(_value);                 
65.         balances[_to]  =  balances[_to].add(_value);                 
66.         allowed[_from][msg.sender]  =  allowed[_from][msg.sender].sub(_value);             

    
67.         emit  Transfer(_from,  _to,  _value);                 
68.         return  true;             
69.     }           /**  * @dev Approve the passed address to spend the specified amount of tok

ens on behalf of msg.sender.  *   * Beware that changing an allowance with this method brin
gs the risk that someone may use both the old  * and the new allowance by unfortunate trans
action ordering. One possible solution to mitigate this     * race condition is to first re
duce the spender's allowance to 0 and set the desired value afterwards:  * https://github.c
om/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20#issuecomment-
263524729     * @param _spender The address which will spend the funds.   * @param _value T
he amount of tokens to be spent.   */          

70.     function  approve(address  _spender,  uint256  _value)  public  returns(bool)  {       
          

71.         allowed[msg.sender][_spender]  =  _value;                 
72.         emit  Approval(msg.sender,  _spender,  _value);                 
73.         return  true;             
74.     }           /**  * @dev Function to check the amount of tokens that an owner allowed to

 a spender.   * @param _owner address The address which owns the funds.   * @param _spender
 address The address which will spend the funds.   * @return A uint256 specifying the amoun
t of tokens still available for the spender.    */          

75.     function  allowance(address  _owner,  address  _spender)  public  view  returns(uint256
)  {                 

76.         return  allowed[_owner][_spender];             
77.     }           /**  * @dev Increase the amount of tokens that an owner allowed to a spende

r.    *   * approve should be called when allowed[_spender] == 0. To increment    * allowed
 value is better to use this function to avoid 2 calls (and wait until     * the first tran
saction is mined)   * From MonolithDAO Token.sol    * @param _spender The address which wil
l spend the funds.   * @param _addedValue The amount of tokens to increase the allowance by
.     */          

78.     function  increaseApproval(address  _spender,  uint  _addedValue)  public  returns(bool
)  {                 

79.         allowed[msg.sender][_spender]  =  allowed[msg.sender][_spender].add(_addedValue);  
               

80.         emit  Approval(msg.sender,  _spender,  allowed[msg.sender][_spender]);             
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81.         return  true;             
82.     }           /**  * @dev Decrease the amount of tokens that an owner allowed to a spende

r.    *   * approve should be called when allowed[_spender] == 0. To decrement    * allowed
 value is better to use this function to avoid 2 calls (and wait until     * the first tran
saction is mined)   * From MonolithDAO Token.sol    * @param _spender The address which wil
l spend the funds.   * @param _subtractedValue The amount of tokens to decrease the allowan
ce by.    */          

83.     function  decreaseApproval(address  _spender,  uint  _subtractedValue)  public  returns
(bool)  {             

84.         uint  oldValue  =  allowed[msg.sender][_spender];             
85.         if  (_subtractedValue  >  oldValue)  {                 
86.             allowed[msg.sender][_spender]  =  0;             
87.         }    
88.         else  {                 
89.             allowed[msg.sender][_spender]  =  oldValue.sub(_subtractedValue);             
90.         }             
91.         emit  Approval(msg.sender,  _spender,  allowed[msg.sender][_spender]);             
92.         return  true;         
93.     }     
94. }     
95. contract  FinToken  is  StandardToken  {         
96.     address  public  owner;         
97.     string  public  constant  name  =  "FIN Token";         
98.     string  public  constant  symbol  =  "FIN";         
99.     uint8  public  constant  decimals  =  18;         
100.     uint256  public  constant  INITIAL_SUPPLY  =  2623304  *  (10  *   *  uint256(de

cimals));         
101.     mapping(address  =>  bool)  internal  verificatorAddresses;         
102.     mapping(address  =>  bool)  internal  verifiedAddresses;         
103.     event  AddVerificator(address  indexed  verificator);         
104.     event  RemoveVerificator(address  indexed  verificator);         
105.     event  AddVerified(address  indexed  verificatorAddress,  address  indexed  veri

fied);         
106.     event  RemoveVerified(address  indexed  verificatorAddress,  address  indexed  v

erified);         
107.     event  Mint(address  indexed  to,  uint256  amount);         
108.     modifier  onlyOwner()  {             
109.         require(msg.sender  ==  owner);             
110.         _;         
111.     }         
112.     modifier  onlyVerificator()  {             
113.         require(isVerificator(msg.sender));             
114.         _;         
115.     }         
116.     modifier  onlyVerified(address  _from,  address  _to)  {             
117.         require(isVerified(_from));             
118.         require(isVerified(_to));             
119.         _;         
120.     }           
121.     function  FinToken()  public  {             
122.         owner  =  msg.sender;             
123.         totalSupply_  =  INITIAL_SUPPLY;             
124.         balances[msg.sender]  =  INITIAL_SUPPLY;             
125.         emit  Transfer(0x0,  msg.sender,  INITIAL_SUPPLY);         
126.     }           
127.     function  addVerificatorAddress(address  addr)  public  onlyOwner  {             
128.         verificatorAddresses[addr]  =  true;             
129.         emit  AddVerificator(addr);         
130.     }           
131.     function  removeVerificatorAddress(address  addr)  public  onlyOwner  {         

    
132.         delete  verificatorAddresses[addr];             
133.         emit  RemoveVerificator(addr);         
134.     }           
135.     function  isVerificator(address  addr)  public  constant  returns(bool)  {      

       
136.         return  verificatorAddresses[addr];         
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137.     }           
138.     function  addVerifiedAddress(address  addr)  public  onlyVerificator  {         

    
139.         verifiedAddresses[addr]  =  true;             
140.         emit  AddVerified(msg.sender,  addr);         
141.     }           
142.     function  removeVerifiedAddress(address  addr)  public  onlyVerificator  {      

       
143.         delete  verifiedAddresses[addr];             
144.         emit  RemoveVerified(msg.sender,  addr);         
145.     }           
146.     function  isVerified(address  addr)  public  constant  returns(bool)  {         

    
147.         return  verifiedAddresses[addr];         
148.     }           
149.     function  transfer(address  _to,  uint256  _value)  public  onlyVerified(msg.sen

der,  _to)  returns(bool)  {             
150.         super.transfer(_to,  _value);         
151.     }           
152.     function  transferFrom(address  _from,  address  _to,  uint256  _value)  public 

 onlyVerified(_from,  _to)  returns(bool)  {             
153.         super.transferFrom(_from,  _to,  _value);         
154.     }     
155. }     

 
 
 
 
 
NOM Token (NOM) 
 

1. pragma   solidity   ^   0.4.21;     
2. /** * @title SafeMath * @dev Math operations with safety checks that throw on error */     

    
3. library   SafeMath   {        /** * @dev Multiplies two numbers, throws on overflow.  */   

              
4.     function   mul(uint256   a,   uint256   b)   internal   pure   returns(uint256   c)   {

                           
5.         if   (a   ==   0)   {                                   
6.             return   0;                           
7.         }                           
8.         c   =   a   *   b;                           
9.         assert(c   /   a   ==   b);                           
10.         return   c;                   
11.     }            /** * @dev Integer division of two numbers, truncating the quotient.    */

                 
12.     function   div(uint256   a,   uint256   b)   internal   pure   returns(uint256)   {   /

/ assert(b > 0); // Solidity automatically throws when dividing by 0 // uint256 c = a / b; 
// assert(a == b * c + a % b); // There is no case in which this doesn't hold       

13.                                          
14.         return   a   /   b;                   
15.     }            /** * @dev Subtracts two numbers, throws on overflow (i.e. if subtrahend i

s greater than minuend).  */                 
16.     function   sub(uint256   a,   uint256   b)   internal   pure   returns(uint256)   {    

                       
17.         assert(b   <=   a);                           
18.         return   a   -   b;                   
19.     }            /** * @dev Adds two numbers, throws on overflow.    */                 
20.     function   add(uint256   a,   uint256   b)   internal   pure   returns(uint256   c)   {

                       
21.         c   =   a   +   b;                       
22.         assert(c   >=   a);                       
23.         return   c;               
24.     }       
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25. }    /** * @title ERC20Basic * @dev Simpler version of ERC20 interface * @dev see https://g
ithub.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/179 */         

26. contract   ERC20Basic   {               
27.     function   totalSupply()   public   view   returns(uint256);                 
28.     function   balanceOf(address   who)   public   view   returns(uint256);                 
29.     function   transfer(address   to,   uint256   value)   public   returns(bool);         

      
30.     event   Transfer(address   indexed   from,   address   indexed   to,   uint256   value)

;       
31. }    /** * @title Basic token * @dev Basic version of StandardToken, with no allowances. */

         
32. contract   BasicToken   is   ERC20Basic   {               
33.     using   SafeMath               
34.     for   uint256;               
35.     mapping(address   =>   uint256)   balances;               
36.     uint256   totalSupply_;        /** * @dev total number of tokens in existence  */      

           
37.     function   totalSupply()   public   view   returns(uint256)   {                        

   
38.         return   totalSupply_;                   
39.     }            /** * @dev transfer token for a specified address   * @param _to The addre

ss to transfer to.    * @param _value The amount to be transferred.   */                 
40.     function   transfer(address   _to,   uint256   _value)   public   returns(bool)   {    

                       
41.         require(_to   !=   address(0));                           
42.         require(_value   <=   balances[msg.sender]);                           
43.         balances[msg.sender]   =   balances[msg.sender].sub(_value);                       

    
44.         balances[_to]   =   balances[_to].add(_value);                           
45.         emit   Transfer(msg.sender,   _to,   _value);                           
46.         return   true;                   
47.     }            /** * @dev Gets the balance of the specified address.   * @param _owner Th

e address to query the the balance of.    * @return An uint256 representing the amount owne
d by the passed address.   */                 

48.     function   balanceOf(address   _owner)   public   view   returns(uint256)   {          
             

49.         return   balances[_owner];               
50.     }       
51. }    /** * @title ERC20 interface * @dev see https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20 */ 

        
52. contract   ERC20   is   ERC20Basic   {               
53.     function   allowance(address   owner,   address   spender)   public   view   returns(ui

nt256);                 
54.     function   transferFrom(address   from,   address   to,   uint256   value)   public   r

eturns(bool);                 
55.     function   approve(address   spender,   uint256   value)   public   returns(bool);     

          
56.     event   Approval(address   indexed   owner,   address   indexed   spender,   uint256   

value);       
57. }    /** * @title Standard ERC20 token * * @dev Implementation of the basic standard token.

 * @dev https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20 * @dev Based on code by FirstBlood: http
s://github.com/Firstbloodio/token/blob/master/smart_contract/FirstBloodToken.sol */         

58. contract   StandardToken   is   ERC20,   BasicToken   {               
59.     mapping(address   =>   mapping(address   =>   uint256))   internal   allowed;        /*

*  * @dev Transfer tokens from one address to another  * @param _from address The address w
hich you want to send tokens from   * @param _to address The address which you want to tran
sfer to  * @param _value uint256 the amount of tokens to be transferred  */                 

60.     function   transferFrom(address   _from,   address   _to,   uint256   _value)   public 
  returns(bool)   {                           

61.         require(_to   !=   address(0));                           
62.         require(_value   <=   balances[_from]);                           
63.         require(_value   <=   allowed[_from][msg.sender]);                           
64.         balances[_from]   =   balances[_from].sub(_value);                           
65.         balances[_to]   =   balances[_to].add(_value);                           
66.         allowed[_from][msg.sender]   =   allowed[_from][msg.sender].sub(_value);           

                
67.         emit   Transfer(_from,   _to,   _value);                           
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68.         return   true;                   
69.     }            /**  * @dev Approve the passed address to spend the specified amount of to

kens on behalf of msg.sender.  *   * Beware that changing an allowance with this method bri
ngs the risk that someone may use both the old  * and the new allowance by unfortunate tran
saction ordering. One possible solution to mitigate this     * race condition is to first r
educe the spender's allowance to 0 and set the desired value afterwards:  * https://github.
com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20#issuecomment-
263524729     * @param _spender The address which will spend the funds.   * @param _value T
he amount of tokens to be spent.   */                 

70.     function   approve(address   _spender,   uint256   _value)   public   returns(bool)   {
                           

71.         allowed[msg.sender][_spender]   =   _value;                           
72.         emit   Approval(msg.sender,   _spender,   _value);                           
73.         return   true;                   
74.     }            /**  * @dev Function to check the amount of tokens that an owner allowed t

o a spender.   * @param _owner address The address which owns the funds.   * @param _spende
r address The address which will spend the funds.   * @return A uint256 specifying the amou
nt of tokens still available for the spender.    */                 

75.     function   allowance(address   _owner,   address   _spender)   public   view   returns(
uint256)   {                           

76.         return   allowed[_owner][_spender];                   
77.     }            /**  * @dev Increase the amount of tokens that an owner allowed to a spend

er.    *   * approve should be called when allowed[_spender] == 0. To increment    * allowe
d value is better to use this function to avoid 2 calls (and wait until     * the first tra
nsaction is mined)   * From MonolithDAO Token.sol    * @param _spender The address which wi
ll spend the funds.   * @param _addedValue The amount of tokens to increase the allowance b
y.     */                 

78.     function   increaseApproval(address   _spender,   uint   _addedValue)   public   return
s(bool)   {                           

79.         allowed[msg.sender][_spender]   =   allowed[msg.sender][_spender].add(_addedValue);
                           

80.         emit   Approval(msg.sender,   _spender,   allowed[msg.sender][_spender]);          
                 

81.         return   true;                   
82.     }            /**  * @dev Decrease the amount of tokens that an owner allowed to a spend

er.    *   * approve should be called when allowed[_spender] == 0. To decrement    * allowe
d value is better to use this function to avoid 2 calls (and wait until     * the first tra
nsaction is mined)   * From MonolithDAO Token.sol    * @param _spender The address which wi
ll spend the funds.   * @param _subtractedValue The amount of tokens to decrease the allowa
nce by.    */                 

83.     function   decreaseApproval(address   _spender,   uint   _subtractedValue)   public   r
eturns(bool)   {                       

84.         uint   oldValue   =   allowed[msg.sender][_spender];                       
85.         if   (_subtractedValue   >   oldValue)   {                               
86.             allowed[msg.sender][_spender]   =   0;                       
87.         }              
88.         else   {                               
89.             allowed[msg.sender][_spender]   =   oldValue.sub(_subtractedValue);            

           
90.         }                       
91.         emit   Approval(msg.sender,   _spender,   allowed[msg.sender][_spender]);          

             
92.         return   true;               
93.     }       
94. }       
95. contract   NomToken   is   StandardToken   {               
96.     event   Mint(address   indexed   to,   uint256   amount);               
97.     address   public   owner;               
98.     string   public   constant   name   =   "NOM Token";               
99.     string   public   constant   symbol   =   "NOM";               
100.     uint8   public   constant   decimals   =   18;               
101.     uint256   public   constant   totalTokens   =   5650000000   *   (10   *     *  

 uint256(decimals));               
102.     uint256   public   initialIssueMinting   =   totalTokens.mul(60).div(100);   //6

0% of tokens       
103.                      
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104.     uint   public   constant   initialIssueMintingDate   =   1524873600;   //28.04.2
018 UTC       

105.                      
106.     bool   public   initialIssueMinted   =   false;               
107.     uint256   public   firstStageMinting   =   totalTokens.mul(10).div(100);   //10%

 of tokens       
108.                      
109.     uint   public   constant   firstStageMintingDate   =   1532736000;   //28.07.201

8 UTC       
110.                      
111.     bool   public   firstStageMinted   =   false;               
112.     uint256   public   secondStageMinting   =   totalTokens.mul(10).div(100);   //10

% of tokens       
113.                      
114.     uint   public   constant   secondStageMintingDate   =   1540684800;   //28.10.20

18 UTC       
115.                      
116.     bool   public   secondStageMinted   =   false;               
117.     uint256   public   thirdStageMinting   =   totalTokens.mul(10).div(100);   //10%

 of tokens       
118.                      
119.     uint   public   constant   thirdStageMintingDate   =   1548633600;   //28.01.201

9 UTC       
120.                      
121.     bool   public   thirdStageMinted   =   false;               
122.     uint256   public   fourthStageMinting   =   totalTokens.mul(10).div(100);   //10

% of tokens       
123.                      
124.     uint   public   constant   fourthStageMintingDate   =   1556409600;   //28.04.20

19 UTC       
125.                      
126.     bool   public   fourthStageMinted   =   false;                 
127.     function   NomToken()   public   {                           
128.         owner   =   msg.sender;                   
129.     }            /**  * @dev Function to mint tokens  * @return A boolean that indic

ates if the operation was successful.     */                 
130.     function   mint()   public   returns(bool)   {                       
131.         require(msg.sender   ==   owner);                       
132.         uint256   tokensToMint   =   0;                       
133.         if   (now   >   initialIssueMintingDate   &&   !initialIssueMinted)   {     

                          
134.             tokensToMint   =   tokensToMint.add(initialIssueMinting);               

                
135.             initialIssueMinted   =   true;                       
136.         }                       
137.         if   (now   >   firstStageMintingDate   &&   !firstStageMinted)   {         

                      
138.             tokensToMint   =   tokensToMint.add(firstStageMinting);                 

              
139.             firstStageMinted   =   true;                       
140.         }                       
141.         if   (now   >   secondStageMintingDate   &&   !secondStageMinted)   {       

                        
142.             tokensToMint   =   tokensToMint.add(secondStageMinting);                

               
143.             secondStageMinted   =   true;                       
144.         }                       
145.         if   (now   >   thirdStageMintingDate   &&   !thirdStageMinted)   {         

                      
146.             tokensToMint   =   tokensToMint.add(thirdStageMinting);                 

              
147.             thirdStageMinted   =   true;                       
148.         }                       
149.         if   (now   >   fourthStageMintingDate   &&   !fourthStageMinted)   {       

                        
150.             tokensToMint   =   tokensToMint.add(fourthStageMinting);                
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151.             fourthStageMinted   =   true;                       
152.         }                       
153.         require(tokensToMint   >   0);                       
154.         uint256   newTotalSupply   =   totalSupply_.add(tokensToMint);              

         
155.         require(newTotalSupply   <=   totalTokens);                       
156.         totalSupply_   =   totalSupply_.add(tokensToMint);                       
157.         balances[owner]   =   balances[owner].add(tokensToMint);                    

   
158.         emit   Mint(owner,   tokensToMint);                       
159.         emit   Transfer(0x0,   owner,   tokensToMint);                       
160.         return   true;               
161.     }       
162. }       
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The NOM token is not a security, just a utility token for FINOM AG 

products. 
  

 

To estimate how likely a particular blockchain token is be a security 
under US federal securities law   

 

Refer to: full 
legal analysis     

       

 

 
    

 

Is there an 

investment of 

money?         
 

 

Characteristi

c 

Point

s Explanation Examples Y or N 
 

 

There is no 

crowdsale. 

New tokens 

are given 

away for free, 

or are earned 

through 

mining  

0 Tokens which 

are not sold 

for value do 

not involve an 

investment of 

money. 

 

For example, 

if all tokens 

are distributed 

for free, or are 

only produced 

through 

mining, then 

there is no 

sale for value. 

There was never any token sale for 

Bitcoin. The only way to acquire new 

bitcoin is via mining. 

 

A token which is randomly distributed 

for free 

N 

  

Tokens are 

sold for value 

(crowdsale) 

100 Tokens which 

are sold in a 

crowdsale, at 

any time, 

regardless of 

whether sold 

for fiat or 

digital 

currency (or 

anything else 

of value) 

involve an 

investment of 

money 

A token which is sold for bitcoin in a 

crowdsale. 

 

A token which is sold for ether in a 

crowdsale. 

Y 

 

 

          
 

 

Total for 

Element 1 
   100 

 

https://www.coinbase.com/legal/securities-law-framework.pdf
https://www.coinbase.com/legal/securities-law-framework.pdf
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Element 2: Common Enterprise     
 

       

 

What is the 

timing of the 

sale?         
 

 

Characteristi

c 

Point

s Explanation Examples Y or N 
 

 

Pre-

deployment 

70 A sale of 

tokens before 

any code has 

been 

deployed on a 

blockchain is 

more likely to 

result in a 

common 

enterprise 

where the 

profits arise 

from the 

efforts of 

others. This is 

because the 

buyers are 

completely 

dependent on 

the actions of 

the 

developers, 

and the 

buyers cannot 

actually 

participate in 

the network 

until a later 

time. 

A developer has an idea for a new 

protocol, writes a white paper and does 

a crowdsale. 

N 

  

The protocol 

is operational 

on a test 

network 

60 If there is a 

functioning 

network there 

is less likely 

there is to be 

a common 

enterprise 

where the 

profits arisef 

rom the efforts 

of others. The 

A developer has an idea for a new 

protocol, writes a white paper and 

deploys a working test network before 

doing a crowdsale. 

N 
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closer the sale 

is to launch of 

the network, 

the less likley 

there is to be 

a common 

enterprise. 

 

Live network 

is operational 

50 If the token is 

sold once 

there is an 

operational 

network using 

the token, or 

sold 

immediately 

before the 

network goes 

live, it is again 

less likely to 

result in a 

common 

enterprise 

The crowdsale is done at the same 

time the network is launched. 

Y 
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What do 

token holders 

have to do in 

order to get 

economic 

benefits from 

the network?         
 

 

Characteristi

c 

Point

s Explanation Examples Y or N 
 

 

All token 

holders will 

always 

receive the 

same returns 

25 If returns are 

paid to all 

token holders 

equally (or in 

proportion to 

their token 

holdings) 

regardless of 

any action on 

the part of the 

token holder, 

then their 

interests are 

more likely 

aligned in a 

common 

enterprise 

‘HodlToken’ holders are automatically 
paid an amount of ETH each week, 

based on fees generated by other 

users of the network 

 

‘FoldToken’ does not pay any return, 
and there is no way to earn more 

tokens within the network (but they can 

be bought, sold or traded) N 

  

There is a 

possibility of 

varying 

returns 

between 

token holders, 

based on their 

participation 

or use of the 

network 

-20 If token 

holders’ 
returns 

depend on 

their own 

efforts, and 

can vary 

depending on 

the amount of 

effort they 

each put in, 

then there is 

less likely to 

be a common 

enterprise 

‘CloudToken’ holders can earn more 
tokens by providing data storage on 

the network, or can spend tokens to 

access data storage. Holders who do 

not provide data storage do not earn 

any more tokens. 

N 

 

 

          
 

 

Total for 

Element 2 
   50 
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Element 3: Expectation of Profit     
 

       

 

What function 

does the 

token have?         
 

 

Characteristi

c 

Point

s Explanation Examples Y or N 
 

 

Ownership or 

equity interest 

in a legal 

entity, 

including a 

general 

partnership 

100 Tokens which 

give, or 

purport to 

give, 

traditional 

equity, debt or 

other investor 

rights are 

almost 

certainly 

securities. 

 

 
If one or more 

of these 

characteristics 

apply, the 

token is 

almost 

certainly a 

security, 

notwithstandi

ng the results 

of the other 

elements 

A developer releases and sells 100 

‘BakerShares’ tokens. Each token 
entitles the holder to 1 share in Baker, 

Inc. 

 

A developer releases and sells 100 

‘BakerProfit’ tokens. Each token 
entitles the holder to 1% of the profits 

of Baker, Inc. for the next year. 

 

A developer releases and sells 100 

‘BakerDebt’ tokens. Each token entitles 
the holder to principal and interest 

repayments based on the initial token 

sale price. 

N 

 

 

Entitlement to 

a share of 

profits and/or 

losses, or 

assets and/or 

liabilities 

100 

N 

 

 

Gives holder 

status as a 

creditor or 

lender 

100 

N 

 

 

A claim in 

bankruptcy as 

equity interest 

holder or 

creditor 

100 

N 

 

 

A right to 

repayment of 

purchase 

price and/or 

payment of 

interest 

100 

N 
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No function 

other than 

mere 

existence 

100 A token which 

does not have 

any real 

function, or is 

used in a 

network with 

no real 

function, is 

very likely to 

be bought 

with an 

expectation of 

profit from the 

efforts of 

others, 

because no 

real use or 

participation 

by token 

holders is 

possible. 

 

Voting rights 

alone do not 

constitute real 

functionality. 

A developer releases and sells 

100,000 ‘SocialCoin’ tokens to fund the 
development of a new Social Network. 

However, SocialCoin is not required to 

access the network and has no real 

function after the sale. 

N 

  

Specific 

functionality 

that is only 

available to 

token holders 

0 A token which 

has a specific 

function that is 

only available 

to token 

holders is 

more likely to 

be purchased 

in order to 

access that 

function and 

less likely to 

be purchased 

with an 

expectation of 

profit. 

'CloudToken’ is the only way to access 
and use a decentralized file storage 

network. 

Y 
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Does the 

holder rely on 

manual, off-

blockchain 

action to 

realize the 

benefit of the 

token?         
 

 

Characteristi

c 

Point

s Explanation Examples Y or N 
 

 

Manual action 

is required 

outside of the 

network (e.g. 

off-

blockchain) in 

order for the 

holder to get 

the benefit of 

the token 

80 A token 

whose value 

depends on 

someone 

taking specific 

manual action 

outside of the 

network 

means that 

the token is 

not functional 

in and of itself. 

Instead, the 

token relies 

on a level of 

trust in a third 

party taking 

action off-

blockchain. 

This sort of 

token is more 

likely to be 

bought for 

speculation - 

i.e. the 

expectation of 

profits. 

A developer releases and sells 

‘FreightCoin’, which will allow the 
holder to pay FreightCoin to access 

capacity on a new real-world freight 

network. The network relies on legal 

contractual relationships and manual 

actions. (This alone does not make 

FreightCoin a security) 

Y 

  

All 

functionality is 

inherent in the 

token and 

occurs 

programmatic

ally 

0 A token which 

is built with all 

the necessary 

technical 

permissions 

means that 

the token 

holder does 

not rely on 

manual 

actions of any 

third party. 

This means 

Holders of ‘SongVoteToken’ can sign 
transactions on the network as votes 

for their favorite new songs and earn 

rewards for doing so. 

N 
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that the 

buyers are 

more likely to 

purchase the 

token for use 

rather than 

with the 

expectation of 

profit from the 

efforts of 

others. 
 

     

 

 

What is the 

timing of the 

sale?         
 

 

Characteristi

c 

Point

s Explanation Examples Y or N 
 

 

Pre-

deployment 

20 A sale of 

tokens before 

any code has 

been 

deployed on a 

blockchain is 

more likely to 

result in 

buyers 

purchasing for 

speculative 

reasons with 

the 

expectation of 

profit, rather 

than practical 

use cases. 

A developer has an idea for a new 

protocol, writes a white paper and does 

a crowdsale. 

N 

  

The protocol 

is operational 

on a test 

network 

10 If the sale 

occurs after 

code has 

been 

deployed and 

tested, the 

token is closer 

to being able 

to be used 

A developer has an idea for a new 

protocol, writes a white paper and 

develops a working test network before 

doing a crowdsale. 

N 

 

 

Live network 

is operational 

0 If the token is 

sold once 

there is an 

operational 

network using 

The live network is launched before the 

crowdsale. 
Y 
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the token, or 

immediately 

before the 

network goes 

live, it is more 

likely to be 

purchased 

with the 

intention of 

use rather 

than profit. 
 

     

 

 

Can the token 

holders 

exercise real 

and 

significant 

control via 

voting?         
 

 

Characteristi

c 

Point

s Explanation Examples Y or N 
 

 

Token holders 

as a whole 

are able to 

control the 

development 

team’s access 
to funds 

-20 If the 

collective 

approval of 

token holders 

is required in 

order for the 

development 

team to 

access the 

funds raised 

in the 

crowdsale, 

then any 

value realized 

by the token 

holders is 

more closely 

tied to their 

own 

decisions, and 

less reliant on 

the efforts of 

others.  

A development team sells 100,000 

Tokens for a total of 100,000 ETH. 

 

50,000 ETH will be released from the 

token contract to the development 

team immediately, but the remainder is 

only released once milestones are met, 

which requires approval of a majority of 

the token holders each time. If the 

milestones are never met, the 

remaining ETH will be returned to the 

token holders. N 
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Token holders 

as a whole 

are able to 

vote on 

significant 

decisions for 

the protocol 

-10 If the 

collective 

approval of 

token holders 

is required in 

order to make 

significant 

changes to 

the protocol, 

then any 

value realized 

by the token 

holders is 

more closely 

tied to their 

own 

decisions, and 

less reliant on 

the efforts of 

others.  

Changes to the protocol require a vote 

by token holders. 

N 

 

 

Note: Voting rights must be in addition to functionality. A token with voting rights alone and 

no other real functionality is very likely to satisfy element 3 

       

 

How is the 

token sale 

marketed?         
 

 

Characteristi

c 

Point

s Explanation Examples Y or N 
 

 

Marketed as 

an 'Initial Coin 

Offering' or 

similar 

50 It is not 

possible to 

prevent some 

buyers from 

buying a 

token purely 

for 

speculation. 

However, 

marketing the 

token as an 

investment 

leads buyers 

to believe they 

can profit from 

holding or 

trading the 

token, rather 

than from 

using the 

token in the 

‘ProfitCoin’ includes potential of ‘high 
ROI’ and ‘investor profits’ in its 
marketing material.  

Y 
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network. 

 

Using terms 

like 'Initial 

Coin Offering' 

or 'ICO', and 

investment-

related 

language like 

‘returns’ and 
‘profits’ 
encourages 

buyers to buy 

a token for 

speculation, 

rather than 

use. 
 

Marketed as a 

Token Sale 

0 Marketed as a 

sale of tokens 

which give the 

right to access 

and use the 

network 

  

N 

 

 

There is no 

economic 

return 

possible from 

using the 

network 

-100 If there is 

genuinely no 

economic 

return 

possible for 

the token 

holders, then 

there is 

unlikely to be 

a common 

enterprise. 

This will be 

rare. 

Backers contribute to a cause and 

receive a ‘thank you’ token which has 
no economic value. 

N 
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Results         
 

 

Guide     Your results 
 

 

Total Points 

How likely is 

the element 

to be 

satisfied? 

  

 

 

0 or less Very unlikely Total for Element 1 100 
 

 

1 - 33 Unlikely Total for Element 2 50 
  

34 - 66 
Equally likely 

and unlikely 
Total for Element 3 130 

 

 

67 - 99 Likely    
 

 

100 or more Very likely Overall Risk Score 50 
 

 

     

 

 
Last updated 
December 7, 
2016    

 

 
 

       

  
 

A token will only be a security if it satisfies all three elements. The higher the point 

score for each element, the more likely the element is to be satisfied. 

For many blockchain tokens, the first two elements of the Howey test are likely to be 

met. The third element has the most variables and the most different outcomes 

depending on the characteristics of the particular token. 

Important notes 

Please remember that this methodology produces nothing more than an estimate.  The Overall Risk 

Score and the categories of likelihood are a guide only.  

The Howey test has not yet been directly applied by the courts to any digital currency or blockchain 

token. The Howey test as applied by the courts does not involve any points-based calculation. The 

points system is intended as a guide - to highlight the characteristics of a token which are relevant to 

the securities law analysis.  

This Framework should be read together with the full legal analysis. This Framework and the full legal 

analysis may be updated in the future as the law in this area develops. 

You should not rely on this Framework as legal advice. It is designed for general informational purposes 

only, as a guide to certain of the conceptual considerations associated with the narrow issues it 

addresses. You should seek advice from your own counsel, who is familiar with the particular facts and 

circumstances of what you intend and can give you tailored advice. This Framework is provided "as is" 

with no representations, warranties or obligations to update, although we reserve the right to modify or 

change this Framework from time to time. No attorney-client relationship or privilege is created, nor is 

this intended to be attorney advertising in any jurisdiction.    
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The FIN token is a security 

  

 

To estimate how likely a particular blockchain token is be a security under 
US federal securities law   

 

Refer to: full legal 
analysis      

       

 

 
    

 

Element 1: Investment of Money     
 

 

          
 

 

Is there an 

investment of 

money?         
 

 

Characteristic 

Poi

nts Explanation Examples 

Y or 

N 
 

 

There is no 

crowdsale. 

New tokens are 

given away for 

free, or are 

earned through 

mining  

0 Tokens which are not sold for value 

do not involve an investment of 

money. 

 

For example, if all tokens are 

distributed for free, or are only 

produced through mining, then 

there is no sale for value. 

There was never 

any token sale for 

Bitcoin. The only 

way to acquire new 

bitcoin is via mining. 

 

A token which is 

randomly distributed 

for free 

N 

  

Tokens are 

sold for value 

(crowdsale) 

100 Tokens which are sold in a 

crowdsale, at any time, regardless 

of whether sold for fiat or digital 

currency (or anything else of value) 

involve an investment of money 

A token which is 

sold for bitcoin in a 

crowdsale. 

 

A token which is 

sold for ether in a 

crowdsale. 

Y 

 

 

          
 

 

Total for 

Element 1 
   100 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

https://www.coinbase.com/legal/securities-law-framework.pdf
https://www.coinbase.com/legal/securities-law-framework.pdf
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Element 2: Common Enterprise     
 

       

 

What is the 

timing of the 

sale?         
 

 

Characteristic 

Poi

nts Explanation Examples 

Y or 

N 
 

 

Pre-

deployment 

70 A sale of tokens before any code 

has been deployed on a blockchain 

is more likely to result in a common 

enterprise where the profits arise 

from the efforts of others. This is 

because the buyers are completely 

dependent on the actions of the 

developers, and the buyers cannot 

actually participate in the network 

until a later time. 

A developer has an 

idea for a new 

protocol, writes a 

white paper and 

does a crowdsale. 
N 

  

The protocol is 

operational on 

a test network 

60 If there is a functioning network 

there is less likely there is to be a 

common enterprise where the 

profits arisef rom the efforts of 

others. The closer the sale is to 

launch of the network, the less likley 

there is to be a common enterprise. 

A developer has an 

idea for a new 

protocol, writes a 

white paper and 

deploys a working 

test network before 

doing a crowdsale. 

N 

 

 

Live network is 

operational 

50 If the token is sold once there is an 

operational network using the token, 

or sold immediately before the 

network goes live, it is again less 

likely to result in a common 

enterprise 

The crowdsale is 

done at the same 

time the network is 

launched. 
Y 
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What do token 

holders have to 

do in order to 

get economic 

benefits from 

the network?         
 

 

Characteristic 

Poi

nts Explanation Examples 

Y or 

N 
 

 

All token 

holders will 

always receive 

the same 

returns 

25 If returns are paid to all token 

holders equally (or in proportion to 

their token holdings) regardless of 

any action on the part of the token 

holder, then their interests are more 

likely aligned in a common 

enterprise 

‘HodlToken’ holders 
are automatically 

paid an amount of 

ETH each week, 

based on fees 

generated by other 

users of the network 

 

‘FoldToken’ does 
not pay any return, 

and there is no way 

to earn more tokens 

within the network 

(but they can be 

bought, sold or 

traded) 

Y 

  

There is a 

possibility of 

varying returns 

between token 

holders, based 

on their 

participation or 

use of the 

network 

-20 If token holders’ returns depend on 
their own efforts, and can vary 

depending on the amount of effort 

they each put in, then there is less 

likely to be a common enterprise 

‘CloudToken’ 
holders can earn 

more tokens by 

providing data 

storage on the 

network, or can 

spend tokens to 

access data 

storage. Holders 

who do not provide 

data storage do not 

earn any more 

tokens. 

N 

 

 

          
 

 

Total for 

Element 2 
   75 
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Element 3: Expectation of Profit     
 

       

 

What function 

does the token 

have?         
 

 

Characteristic 

Poi

nts Explanation Examples 

Y or 

N 
 

 

Ownership or 

equity interest 

in a legal entity, 

including a 

general 

partnership 

100 Tokens which give, or purport to 

give, traditional equity, debt or other 

investor rights are almost certainly 

securities. 

 

 
If one or more of these 

characteristics apply, the token is 

almost certainly a security, 

notwithstanding the results of the 

other elements 

A developer 

releases and sells 

100 ‘BakerShares’ 
tokens. Each token 

entitles the holder to 

1 share in Baker, 

Inc. 

 

A developer 

releases and sells 

100 ‘BakerProfit’ 
tokens. Each token 

entitles the holder to 

1% of the profits of 

Baker, Inc. for the 

next year. 

 

A developer 

releases and sells 

100 ‘BakerDebt’ 
tokens. Each token 

entitles the holder to 

principal and 

interest repayments 

based on the initial 

token sale price. 

N 

 

 

Entitlement to a 

share of profits 

and/or losses, 

or assets 

and/or liabilities 

100 

Y 

 

 

Gives holder 

status as a 

creditor or 

lender 

100 

N 

 

 

A claim in 

bankruptcy as 

equity interest 

holder or 

creditor 

100 

N 

 

 

A right to 

repayment of 

purchase price 

and/or payment 

of interest 

100 

N 
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No function 

other than 

mere existence 

100 A token which does not have any 

real function, or is used in a network 

with no real function, is very likely to 

be bought with an expectation of 

profit from the efforts of others, 

because no real use or participation 

by token holders is possible. 

 

Voting rights alone do not constitute 

real functionality. 

A developer 

releases and sells 

100,000 

‘SocialCoin’ tokens 
to fund the 

development of a 

new Social 

Network. However, 

SocialCoin is not 

required to access 

the network and has 

no real function 

after the sale. 

Y 

  

Specific 

functionality 

that is only 

available to 

token holders 

0 A token which has a specific 

function that is only available to 

token holders is more likely to be 

purchased in order to access that 

function and less likely to be 

purchased with an expectation of 

profit. 

'CloudToken’ is the 
only way to access 

and use a 

decentralized file 

storage network. 

N 

 

 

          
 

 

Does the 

holder rely on 

manual, off-

blockchain 

action to realize 

the benefit of 

the token?         
 

 

Characteristic 

Poi

nts Explanation Examples 

Y or 

N 
 

 

Manual action 

is required 

outside of the 

network (e.g. 

off-blockchain) 

in order for the 

holder to get 

the benefit of 

the token 

80 A token whose value depends on 

someone taking specific manual 

action outside of the network means 

that the token is not functional in 

and of itself. Instead, the token 

relies on a level of trust in a third 

party taking action off-blockchain. 

This sort of token is more likely to 

be bought for speculation - i.e. the 

expectation of profits. 

A developer 

releases and sells 

‘FreightCoin’, which 
will allow the holder 

to pay FreightCoin 

to access capacity 

on a new real-world 

freight network. The 

network relies on 

legal contractual 

relationships and 

manual actions. 

(This alone does 

not make 

FreightCoin a 

security) 

Y 
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All functionality 

is inherent in 

the token and 

occurs 

programmatical

ly 

0 A token which is built with all the 

necessary technical permissions 

means that the token holder does 

not rely on manual actions of any 

third party. This means that the 

buyers are more likely to purchase 

the token for use rather than with 

the expectation of profit from the 

efforts of others. 

Holders of 

‘SongVoteToken’ 
can sign 

transactions on the 

network as votes for 

their favorite new 

songs and earn 

rewards for doing 

so. 

N 

 

 

     

 

 

What is the 

timing of the 

sale?         
 

 

Characteristic 

Poi

nts Explanation Examples 

Y or 

N 
 

 

Pre-

deployment 

20 A sale of tokens before any code 

has been deployed on a blockchain 

is more likely to result in buyers 

purchasing for speculative reasons 

with the expectation of profit, rather 

than practical use cases. 

A developer has an 

idea for a new 

protocol, writes a 

white paper and 

does a crowdsale. 

N 

  

The protocol is 

operational on 

a test network 

10 If the sale occurs after code has 

been deployed and tested, the 

token is closer to being able to be 

used 

A developer has an 

idea for a new 

protocol, writes a 

white paper and 

develops a working 

test network before 

doing a crowdsale. 

N 

 

 

Live network is 

operational 

0 If the token is sold once there is an 

operational network using the token, 

or immediately before the network 

goes live, it is more likely to be 

purchased with the intention of use 

rather than profit. 

The live network is 

launched before the 

crowdsale. 
Y 
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Can the token 

holders 

exercise real 

and significant 

control via 

voting?         
 

 

Characteristic 

Poi

nts Explanation Examples 

Y or 

N 
 

 

Token holders 

as a whole are 

able to control 

the 

development 

team’s access 
to funds 

-20 If the collective approval of token 

holders is required in order for the 

development team to access the 

funds raised in the crowdsale, then 

any value realized by the token 

holders is more closely tied to their 

own decisions, and less reliant on 

the efforts of others.  

A development 

team sells 100,000 

Tokens for a total of 

100,000 ETH. 

 

50,000 ETH will be 

released from the 

token contract to 

the development 

team immediately, 

but the remainder is 

only released once 

milestones are met, 

which requires 

approval of a 

majority of the token 

holders each time. If 

the milestones are 

never met, the 

remaining ETH will 

be returned to the 

token holders. 

N 

  

Token holders 

as a whole are 

able to vote on 

significant 

decisions for 

the protocol 

-10 If the collective approval of token 

holders is required in order to make 

significant changes to the protocol, 

then any value realized by the token 

holders is more closely tied to their 

own decisions, and less reliant on 

the efforts of others.  

Changes to the 

protocol require a 

vote by token 

holders. N 

 

 

Note: Voting rights must be in addition to functionality. A token with voting rights alone and 

no other real functionality is very likely to satisfy element 3 
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How is the 

token sale 

marketed?         
 

 

Characteristic 

Poi

nts Explanation Examples 

Y or 

N 
 

 

Marketed as an 

'Initial Coin 

Offering' or 

similar 

50 It is not possible to prevent some 

buyers from buying a token purely 

for speculation. However, marketing 

the token as an investment leads 

buyers to believe they can profit 

from holding or trading the token, 

rather than from using the token in 

the network. 

 

Using terms like 'Initial Coin 

Offering' or 'ICO', and investment-

related language like ‘returns’ and 
‘profits’ encourages buyers to buy a 
token for speculation, rather than 

use. 

‘ProfitCoin’ includes 
potential of ‘high 
ROI’ and ‘investor 
profits’ in its 
marketing material.  

Y 

  

Marketed as a 

Token Sale 

0 Marketed as a sale of tokens which 

give the right to access and use the 

network 

  

N 

 

 

There is no 

economic 

return possible 

from using the 

network 

-

100 

If there is genuinely no economic 

return possible for the token 

holders, then there is unlikely to be 

a common enterprise. This will be 

rare. 

Backers contribute 

to a cause and 

receive a ‘thank 

you’ token which 
has no economic 

value. 

N 
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Results         
 

 

Guide     Your results 
 

 

Total Points 
How likely is the element to be 

satisfied? 
  

 

 

0 or less Very unlikely Total for Element 1 100 
 

 

1 - 33 Unlikely Total for Element 2 75 
  

34 - 66 Equally likely and unlikely Total for Element 3 330 
 

 

67 - 99 Likely    
 

 

100 or more Very likely Overall Risk Score 75 
 

 

 
 Last updated 

December 7, 2016    

 

 
 

       

 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International 
License.    

 

A token will only be a security if it satisfies all three elements. The higher the point 

score for each element, the more likely the element is to be satisfied. 

For many blockchain tokens, the first two elements of the Howey test are likely to be 

met. The third element has the most variables and the most different outcomes 

depending on the characteristics of the particular token. 

Important notes 

Please remember that this methodology produces nothing more than an estimate.  The Overall Risk 

Score and the categories of likelihood are a guide only.  

The Howey test has not yet been directly applied by the courts to any digital currency or blockchain 

token. The Howey test as applied by the courts does not involve any points-based calculation. The 

points system is intended as a guide - to highlight the characteristics of a token which are relevant to 

the securities law analysis.  

This Framework should be read together with the full legal analysis. This Framework and the full legal 

analysis may be updated in the future as the law in this area develops. 

You should not rely on this Framework as legal advice. It is designed for general informational purposes 

only, as a guide to certain of the conceptual considerations associated with the narrow issues it 

addresses. You should seek advice from your own counsel, who is familiar with the particular facts and 

circumstances of what you intend and can give you tailored advice. This Framework is provided "as is" 

with no representations, warranties or obligations to update, although we reserve the right to modify or 

change this Framework from time to time. No attorney-client relationship or privilege is created, nor is 

this intended to be attorney advertising in any jurisdiction.    

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

